Life, Not Itself: Inanimacy and the Limits of Biology

SOPHIA ROOSTH
Origins: Mud and Slime
Something that for three months had looked like a rock got up and moved about a foot, then settled down again and looked like a rock for three more months. Another rocklike thing sprouted an arm and waved it about for twelve hours, then remained motionless for the rest of the six months. Life proceeds without haste in the deep.
So the New York Times reported on time-lapse photographers seeking valuable minerals on the Pacific seafloor in 1977. 1 How quickly must life proceed to count as life? What defines life when the animating processes that mark the living slow into imperceptibility, as life deanimates, slackening or pausing from the temporalities of biological phenomena into epochs geological? Such an uncanny discovery, made possible by the temporal disruptions of stop-motion photography, tests the limits of the organic and the inorganic, the living and the lifeless, in the silty beds of a salty sea.
The 1977 video of gesticulating rocks is the epistemological negative of an earlier blush-worthy scientific misstep: in 1868 Thomas Henry Huxley reported on his microscopic investigations into some "sticky viscid" mud that had been dredged up by Captain Daymon of the H.M.S. Cyclops while sounding the depths of the Atlantic in preparation of laying telegraph cables. Huxley referred to the sea slime as an "Urschleim" and christened it Bathybius haeckelii in honor of his friend Ernst Haeckel, thinking that it was a new form of the "simple animated being" which Haeckel had described. 2 The "excessively fine, light brown, muddy sediment" that Huxley identified as living and to which he appended Linnaean nomenclature "lived," with biologists' endorsement, just seven years. The substance was unique in the number of open questions in biology to which it (temporarily) provided a solution. Among them: the question of the first form of life on earth and the simplest matter common to all cells. 3 The slime that Haeckel and Huxley recognized as the formless goo from which all living forms had spawned was later discredited as merely dredged deepsea mud. Whereas some rocklike life forms are deceptively still, mud sometimes deludes scientists into thinking it lively.
How is life defined when it is seemingly inert, no longer a verb but instead hardened substance in states of arrested suspension? Life at its most sluggish may appear to be mud, dust, powder, or rock. So in seeking life's limits, researchers at times have looked to those substances seemingly least biotic. They have also sought life in those places least likely to harbor it: the hot, acidic, and high-pressure environs miles beneath the sea; the arid desert; and the vacuum of outer space. 4 I here trace the apparition in the history of biology of life latent, even dormant-paused to the point of near lifelessness, often by extreme cold or desiccation.
Since the mid-twentieth century, biologists have referred to this interrupted form of life as "cryptobiosis," but scientific inquiry into instances of paused or latent life has a long history that precedes this twentieth-century coinage. I here treat cryptobiosis as an "epistemic space," by which I mean "the broader realm in which a scientific concept takes shape" under multiple names, contexts, and modes of inquiry that "nevertheless elude full and final representation." 5 Experimentalists from the seventeenth century to now have paused seeds, rotifers (microscopic zooplankton), and tardigrades (otherwise known as water bears or moss piglets), waiting months, years, or centuries to resuscitate and revive them. Such experiments prismatically refract the relation of life to animation, and of life to nonlife, as it has been asked about at different moments-with an eye to spontaneous generation, theological reflections upon mystical resurrection, boundaries between life and death, theoretical debates over metabolism versus structure as the definitional ground of life, as well as questions about the origins of life, its proper milieu, and its existence beyond earth.
In what follows, I offer a counterhistory of plumbing life's limits. Historians of the life sciences have observed that in seeking to generate theories of life, designers have time and again worked to simulate living processes in nonliving things. Artificial life and artificial intelligence are only the latest in a long history of efforts-including automatons, robots, homunculi, and software-to manufacture entities that bear those features most closely associated with life. Such objects do not point to an ahistorical definition of "life," but rather richly demonstrate what qualities practitioners have considered most lifelike in a given historical moment. Jessica Riskin parses these attributes most broadly as emergence and interaction, but they include, among other activities, growth, metabolism, locomotion, perception, responsiveness, and sentience (as well as breathing, sighing, praying, and playing music). Perhaps this is in part rooted in a lurking Platonism: substance is immaterial to an entity appearing "as if" alive; form is privileged over matter.
Diverse efforts in "artificial life" from antiquity to now are united in that they always assume lifelike processes simulated in abiotic media. As Riskin summarizes, artificial life "encompasses creatures made of wood, metal, stone, glass, papier mâché, electronic circuitry, silicon, and information." 6 Yet, "one possible criterion of aliveness is simply to appear alive: an entity is alive if it provokes living beings to respond to it as such." 7 Historians and philosophers of biology seeking to account for the techniques by which life is represented (rather than simulated or reproduced) have addressed media ranging from botanical atlases to microscopy to cinema, and much in between. 8 Further, science studies scholars have demonstrated that representations of life rendered in media from film to software are often made lively precisely by being animated. 9 This attention to artificial life rendered in abiotic media is not, however, the whole story.
In writing this alternative history, I look at artificial life's opposite: namely, inquiries into the limits of life that historically sought out precisely those entities that do not perform lively processes or trick us into thinking them lively. If anything, they trick us, at least for a time, into thinking them inorganic or inert. Such creatures behave in ways that resist assumptions about how life happens. These are organisms that, in periods of suspension, do not do anything-they do not grow, metabolize, move, perceive, or respond to their surrounding environment. Cryptobiosis and its historical precursors upend the historiographic assumption that theorizing life always relies on animation and vitality. Instead, the history I tell here suggests a mirror epistemology in which, in seeking life's limits, researchers chase after creatures that counterintuitively bear no signs of life.
Roving through this history of life suspended, my approach in what follows is itself cryptobiotic. That is, I span vast gaps in time, from the seventeenth century to now, pausing for decades, even centuries, in a state of suspension, only reanimating to tell my tale when the conditions are right. In making this argument from history, my approach is not chronological but synchronic and taxonomic. I proceed through a series of biological media, each of which incarnates a particular liminal vitality and announces a specific temporal problem inflecting theories of life. First, dirt and stone are petrified biological media, like fossils, that reveal the ways in which life was conceived of before sharp distinctions were made between the living and the nonliving and between life and death. Their temporality is static. Next, seeds and blossoms that remain dormant for decades, centuries, or millennia reveal long-held distinctions between life as patterned matter and life as an ongoing process. Their temporality is pauseable and retrospective, as they prove themselves lively only after they revive. A similar sort of temporality animates the third set of media I appraise: life in ice or crystal. Like seeds, frozen life troubles divisions between life as patterned matter and as process. Further, its temporality is actively and technically managed-that is, the time of life is rendered discontinuous when experimentalists join time to temperature. Next, in turning to life dried out into dust and ash, I ask how particular forms of suspended life-such as tardigrades and rotifers-suggest that the temporality of latent life is not only discontinuous but reversible.
Subsequently describing studies of life found in ancient rocks and seas, I show that cryptobiosis inflects problems of life's origins in dry or wet environments and in so doing problematizes what life becomes beyond its earthly milieu. Such temporalities are coeval: cryptobiotic creatures loop backward to stand in for the origins of all life on earth (and perhaps elsewhere). Finally, I conclude not with extraterrestrial origins but with unearthly destinations. Life suspended as a powder and let loose into the vacuum of space materializes and mobilizes theoretical biologists' exobiological theories about cryptobiosis. Simply put, if cryptobiosis suggests that earthly life may have extraterrestrial origins, exobiologists now actualize that theory by sending cryptobiotic organisms into space, where they become extraterrestrial. "Life," in each of these media, reticulates into multiple materialized theories of itself. 10 Such a history is particularly relevant in the contemporary moment, when life scientists such as synthetic biologists inquire into what life is by manufacturing biotic media. Such new living entities, I argue elsewhere, are "theories, materialized." The biological features, theories, and limits researchers fasten upon are determined by their own experimental tactics, which they then identify with the creatures they themselves have made. 11 In so doing, life scientists destabilize life as an object of investigation. 12 In Mundus Subterraneus, Athanasius Kircher, like many naturalists of his time, carefully studied fossils in order to describe the natural ordering of the world. Kircher drew upon fossils as examples with which to critique alchemical explanations of the transmutation of substance while advocating a devout explanation for the existence of living form in the mineralogical world. 13 He found, pressed in stone, imprints of plants and animals, as well as "complex religious scenes" such as "John the Baptist in his camel hair coat." 14 In the fullness of time, life might be transformed into stone, Kircher suggested, by a "petrifying force." Some fossils were once alive; others gain lifelike features through imprinting, casting, or the action of living things mobilizing rocks to generate living forms. Sometimes, he wrote, rocks take on such forms only in the active imaginations of their beholders. 15 Yet for Kircher and his peers, no clear force distinguished life from nonlife-rather, animal, mineral, and vegetative forces impressed themselves on various substances, sometimes fluorescing or diminishing one into another.
Fifty years later, aided by microscopes, natural philosophers sought life invisible to the naked eye. The microscope promised mid-seventeenth century scholars answers to long-standing questions about life, including the vectors of contagion and debates over preformationism versus generation. Turning their eyes to biconvex lenses, they observed both the animate and inanimate material world. In 1702, Anton van Leeuwenhoek collected dirt and clay from house gutters, finding within animalcules that he rejuvenated with water droplets. Microscopist Henry Baker spied eel-worms in grains of blighted wheat, finding that their bodies "may be shrunk up, dried, and hardened," that "Life may be suspended and seemingly destroyed" and yet may be revived with the addition of water. He reckoned, "What Life really is, seems as much too subtile for our Understanding to conceive or define, as for our senses to discern and examine." 16 For seventeenth-century microscopists, such investigations of the very small only bolstered mechanical philosophy, allowing them to offer mechanistic explanations for otherwise hermetic properties of the animate world. The living world, like the nonliving, was made up of so many tiny machines. 17 Charles Dupaty, a French jurist and Enlightenment philosophe, visited the Grand Duke of Tuscany's curiosity cabinet in 1785, where he and Felice Fontana, the court physician, together revived desiccated eel-worms. Dupaty later recalled, He only makes use of a drop of water. He takes care not to let it fall over these dust animals, for it might crush them in falling: he approaches by degrees the drop of water on the head of a needle, and by degrees the little animal is penetrated by its freshness. . . . The animal receives life. 18 Nonetheless, Fontana refused to report his experiments, fearing excommunication from the church for brushing against the mysteries of resurrection, eschatologically decreed to be solely within the powers of Christ. 19 Animalcules in dirt, dried and hardened eel-worms, and dust animals touched by water-prior to the nineteenth century, no vital force apart from the divine was believed to animate creatures. The operating distinction was not between the organic and the inorganic but between the living and the dead. Despite the sway of mechanical philosophy, theological associations impregnated such thinking. Caroline Walker Bynum reminds us of altogether other sorts of animated, and therefore sanctified, stones. To the amazement of fourteenth-and fifteenth-century Catholics, frescoes, relics, and statues of saints would, at times, sweat, weep, bleed, lactate, and wink. The faithful venerated these things as holy because they wavered between stillness and animation-when immobile, they transcended the mortal realm by resisting changeability and decay; when they miraculously leaked fluids, they revealed themselves to be alive, dynamic, and divine. Neither stony immobility nor dynamism was sufficient to constitute such potent miracles-rather, in these cases "matter contradicts matter" by wavering between the two. "Transformation miracles were moments in which matter contradicted itself. But it could do so only in material ways. Hence, if matter transcended its own ordinary changeability by denying decay, it could do so, it seemed, only by yet another change. Such extraordinary change could, however, last only a moment." 20 Leeuwenhoek's microscopical inves-tigations and Dupaty's revived eel-worms were the first of many studies of life, continuing to this day, in which the problematic of living substance-its generation and its driving forces-echoes the vexing matter with holy matter in the late Middle Ages. Matter is recognized as alive by reference to moments in which it contradicts itself: it is pauseable and interruptible, often immobile but always potentially changeable and therefore vital.
Life Dormant: Seed and Blossom
Botanical investigations into growing seeds long dormant also troubled boundaries between life and death. They posed life as inert patterned matter that could be halted, existing in a frozen state of potential reanimation. The "sacred lotus" (Nelumbo nucifera) waited a millennium, nestled in the peat of an ancient Manchurian lakebed. Robert Brown, a paleobotanist and first Keeper of Botany at the British Museum, successfully germinated desiccated water lily seeds in 1850 after they had been stored away in a box for 150 years. 21 His careful experimental attentiveness to Nelumbo was characteristic of Victorian botany of the time, in which the verdant wealth of the empire was amassed in the gardens and herbaria of Britain as both a scientific resource and a spectacle of colonial might. The upper limits of seed dormancy were also, in the mid-nineteenth century, of increasing interest to Charles Darwin, as seed viability could impact how widely a plant might disperse. Brown's feat inspired physician and conservationist Joseph Le Conte to ask, "What is Life?" He mused that this question is "agitated" by "cases of dormant life, as in seeds kept for years, perhaps for centuries . . . in which under favorable conditions active life is revived . . . life is supposed to be feeble, but not extinct." 22 Le Conte concluded that when "life seems to spring spontaneously from dead matter," biologists must conclude that the difference between living and dead protoplasm is merely "a difference in molecular arrangement-a difference in allotropic condition." 23 When the processes of life cease, all that is left to designate dormant life as living is its material organization.
Physiologist Paul Becquerel conducted similar studies in the early twentieth century. He froze and desiccated seeds, bacteria, moss, and infusoria for varying lengths of time, up to eighty-seven years, before stimulating them to revive. Becquerel termed this phenomenon "latent life" (at other times "suspended life"). 24 In part, Becquerel's work sought to refute panspermia, the hypothesis that life could have arrived at earth from other planets, a theory that had been promoted by some French physiologists since the 1870s and the upshot of Félix Pouchet and Louis Pasteur's public debates over spontaneous generation. By subjecting life to conditions that simulated deep space, Becquerel hoped to demonstrate the impossibility that life arose elsewhere. Spyros Papapetros reflects, "In 'latently' living bodies, animation coincides with anticipation or even the postponement of life." 25 The longer life might pause, and in response to ever more grueling conditions, the further late-nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century botanists pushed back life's limits, deferring liveliness to the moment after latency, when vitality once again inspires previously seemingly dead, or at least inert, matter. Worrying the distinctions between life and nonlife, living and dead, latently living things, following such techniques, are abductively identified according to their potential future life or are recognized in retrospect only after they revive.
Fast-forward forty years, when seeds of the sacred lotus, then estimated to be between 400 and 50,000 years old, flowered abundantly in Kew Gardens and Berkeley, California. 26 The riotous bloom made headlines, and newspapers breathlessly reported on the seeds' germination, sprouting, and flowering. For ecologists and biologists at midcentury, cryptobiosis gave the lie to the notion that life is continuous and that the cessation of living processes leads inevitably to death. Cryptobiosis, biologists felt, offered "a unique opportunity to study the discontinuity of life processes." 27 Seeds reported as potentially Paleolithic could be coaxed once again into abundant and inflorescent life. Such thinking upsets the trajectory by which life hurtles toward inevitable death, reorienting biology as a discontinuous phenomenon in which life is interruptible and death reversible.
Life Frozen: Ice and Crystal
To halt life and plumb problems of biological chronology, experimentalists have long frozen living substance, both literally (by lowering temperatures) and figuratively (stopping life "dead" in its tracks). Such experiments have served multiple ends, from questioning the theory of panspermia to developing technologies with which to bank living substances for future experimentation and use (in laboratories, as well as in animal husbandry, human reproductive technologies, and cryogenics). Cryptobiosis joins cryobiology, rendering biological suspension and resurrection a frosty enterprise. Natural philosophers and scientists have long sought to use extreme cold to pause and reanimate life, beginning at least with Robert Boyle's seventeenth-century experiments freezing ox brains. In the first decades of the twentieth century, biologists learned to freeze and thaw microbes and spermatozoa; in the 1950s some experimented with reanimating hamsters. The cultivation of tissue culture and cell lines, made possible by careful calibrations of temperature, made cellular materials some of the most useful and temporally extendable and suspendable living tools of experimental biosciences by midcentury. 28 In the 1960s Robert Ettinger built on earlier research freezing human tissues to pioneer cryogenics, freezing dead persons' brains in hopes of their eventual reanimation and subsequent immortality. 29 At midcentury, freezing experiments forwarded theories of cryptobiosis, joining time to temperature, so that the slowing of living processes gestured toward the pausing and resumption of biological temporalities. Yet experimentalists disagreed about the meaning of controlling biological suspension and revival via low temperatures. For example, in the 1930s N.I. Kalabuchow froze insects and mammals and then reanimated them, arguing that what he termed Winterschlaf ("winter sleep," or hibernation) suggests that "the theory of anabiosis, that is the supposition of the possibility of resuscitation of an organism after the complete cessation of its life processes, is not correct. Life is an uninterrupted process." 30 Or is it? In Life and Death at Low Temperatures, a survey of experimental cryobiology inspired by the studies of Paul Becquerel, Basile Luyet and Sister Marie Pierre Gehenio posit differently:
An organism which resists extreme cold behaves like a watch which, though well wound, is stopped by some braking mechanism. This watch is in perfect condition as to its constructional features and it will start of its own accord as soon as the brake is removed. . . . This state of affairs is consistent with the hypothesis that the force which controls the vital activities requires a special structure of matter, and that, when that structure is destroyed, the organism is dead, while, when the structure is maintained, the protoplasm is alive, though it might not be active. 31 David Keilin would later reach similar conclusions. In a 1958 lecture before the Royal Society of London, Keilin coined a new term for an old scientific concept. He "propose[d] the term cryptobiosis, that is, latent life, for the state of an organism when it shows no visible signs of life and when its metabolic activity becomes hardly measurable, or comes reversibly to a standstill." 32 Keilin's coinage united a swarm of words biologists had previously used to denote inactivity, among them anabiosis, abiosis, hypometabolism, hibernation, diapause, hypobiosis. Extreme environmental conditions, including "loss of water, lowering of temperature, absence of oxygen and high salt concentration" can induce a suspension of biological activity. 33 This is life concealed or not apparent-cryptobiosis is, properly speaking, hidden life.
In this respect, the term is a product of its time-at midcentury, life had become a coding problem, as cryptologists joined with cyberneticians seeking to "crack" the "genetic code." 34 A cold biology crystallized in the Cold War. A postwar problem, latent life became a cipher to be decrypted, a pregnant pause awaiting reanimation. Keilin claimed, "no doubt that, at very low temperatures, all biochemical and physiological reactions, in other words, all processes of life, can be reversibly suspended for considerable periods of time." 35 For Keilin, cryptobiosis raised the question of "whether life under certain conditions may be a discontinuous process." 36 He concluded that cryptobiotic organisms, despite being static, are alive because they maintain life's "structure," if not its processes. As lively activity decelerates to imperceptibility, rendered discontinuous and inactive via the action of freezing or drying, biologists understood the difference between life and death as merely structural. Here is an answer not simply to the question "What is life?" but also "What is alive?" Following on midcentury cryobiological definitions of life as patterned structure, and of midcentury cybernetic theories of life as information (another sort of pattern, one unleashed from material substance), one might think of such frozen living fluids not as life hidden in stone, rock, or powder but as life, crystallized.
In her history of tissue culture, Hannah Landecker describes how cryobiology produces "all the disassembled generations, the novel simultaneities, the gaps of time between death of one generation and birth of another with a suspension of continuity between them-all of these deeply unsettling temporal disruptions." 37 But such "disruptions," while revising what counts as biological, entail a further reworking of "life." As biological processes cease in extreme cold, biologists redefine life not as a process but as organized structure. Attending to creatures suspendable and revivable reorients definitions of life away from the continuous unspooling of living phenomena and toward life as patterned matter: "it seems to be necessary where cryptobiotes are concerned," reflect biologists John Crowe and Alan Cooper Jr., "to define life and death in terms other than the presence or absence of metabolism. We believe that among cryptobiotes life should be defined in terms of the continuity of organized structure." 38 Yair Neuman argues this point even more strongly in positing that "'life' is in the organization and that in a very deep sense, organization is the cause in the living matter." 39 Here, however, organization is more than structure-it is a "cause," something that impels future action. Akin to potential energy, organized structure, by this logic, operates as a coiled spring, a sort of vital principle that inheres in cryptobiotes and can trigger future vital dynamism. If the temporalities of life may experimentally and forcefully be discontinued, then potential life, for such twentieth-century researchers and theoretical biologists, burrows in continuous patterned structure. The midcentury definition of cryptobiosis as a paused living physical arrangement was in many respects the reverse of cybernetic theoretical biology of the time, which treated life as a self-organized complex system, regardless of its materiality. A "flow of energy" was what "distinguish[ed] such patterns from, for instance, the formation of oil drops or snowflakes." 40 Life Suspended: Dust and Ash Asking "Exactly 'What Is Life?'" Gerald Feinberg and Robert Shapiro arrive at similar conclusions. They broadcast the answer to their question in their article's subtitle: "It's the Most Interesting Form of Organization of Matter on Earth." Dating this paper as an artifact of the 1980s, they begin their ruminations with Pet Rocks, the toy craze of the late 1970s in which rocks were shipped in boxes with airholes, accompanied by a manual on the "Care and Training of Your Pet Rock." 41 Asking how to differentiate between life and "rocks, sand, and other nonliving things," they pose the tardigrade, a microscopic (250-800 micrometer) eight-legged aquatic extremophile, as a bellwether:
Tardigrades can be dried out and stored in a bottle on a shelf for many years, to all intents like the lifeless ashes of Great-uncle Lemuel. But add water to instant tardigrade, and the animals will be restored to their normal state and scamper merrily about, no worse for their long, dry nap. Is tardigrade powder alive? 42 Such a question challenges assumptions that life and its processes unspool in a continuous and irreversible sequence.
The tardigrade was first discovered and given its Latinate name (meaning "slow stepper") in 1776 by Lazzaro Spallanzani, the naturalist best known for hammering a nail into the coffin of spontaneous generation. The putative life, death, and revival of tardigrades remained an open question for over a century thereafter. One Victorian, for example, wrote about tardigrades in Charles Dickens's weekly journal All the Year Round. Some may believe, he or she commented, that after being killed they can be brought to life again, and that not once, but after several killings; that they may be exposed to the heat of boiling water; that they may be revivified after the completest desiccation, after they have been brought to and kept for an unlimited time in a state of dryness in comparison with which the dryness of a mummy or a stockfish is humidity itself; that they are capable of an actual and material resurrection, not with a renovated or glorified body, but with the same old worn-out, martyred body, in which they gave up the ghost. 43 Resurrection here, as in the case of Fontana's eel-worms, references Christian eschatology (think also of the venerated statues and relics of the late Middle Ages)-organisms' bodies are either "martyred" or "glorified" in their renewal. The author disputes such reports, however, on the grounds that he or she had abortively attempted to revive desiccated rotifers in his or her drawing room: "While there was life, there was hope; but when once the patients were dead, they were dead as door nails." 44 "Resuscitating Animals" can be read as part of a larger conversation among Victorian authors about biological descent and modification, natural selection, and spontaneous generation, as well as debates between vitalists and mechanists over the relation of biological form to process. 45 In rejecting the "resurrectionists" as misguided or deluded, the author reasserts life as arising once (and only once) and modifying continuously, thereby subscribing to the Darwinist camp. Darwin's detractors, in particular the terminal supporters of spontaneous generation, posited that life might have arisen multiple times, and the strange behavior of suspended rotifers could have offered experimental evidence to bolster such thinking. 46 
John H. Crowe and Alan F. Cooper Jr. Active tardigrade magnified 150 times in a scanning micrograph. From Scientific American
225, no. 6 (1971).
Yet by the twentieth century the curious capacities of tardigrades were no longer challenged by biologists. Theoretical ecologists now declare, "Some organisms more than others challenge our traditional concepts of life. Tardigrades definitely belong to this group" because they "defy some of the standard definitions of what being alive entails." 47 Biologists have subjected tardigrades to a volley of environmental abuses, heating them to 151 degrees Celsius, freezing them to temperatures approaching absolute zero, assaulting them with noxious chemicals (sulfuric acid, ethanol, and methyl bromide), and exposing them for days to vacuums, high pressure, and over 570,000 roentgens of radiation. 48 The lifespan of tardigrades is flexible in its interruptibility: biologists estimate that if a tardigrade never enters cryptobiosis, it lives less than a year, but if it cycles through cryptobiotic and dynamic states, it can live upward of sixty years.
What, then, is life when it does not maintain itself by the metabolic intake and exhaustion of energy, the synthesis of organic molecules (carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, nucleic acids), and the subsequent disposal of waste? Some contemporary biologists conclude that if metabolism is one of the processes that specifies life, then its technical suspension, even during cryptobiosis, must necessarily be a state of death:
Since metabolism is a defining characteristic of life one can argue that cryptobiosis is a kind of temporary death. . . . To exclude miraculous stories, as those described in the Bible and the New Testament, a dead organism cannot be revived. Death is irreversible and it is the final station of the organism's journey along the arrow of time. However, an organism that is in a state of cryptobiosis is in a unique state that is somehow a state of a potentially reversible death. 49 Edging between life and death, biologists now recognize cryptobiosis as a liminal state: "there are three states of biological organization: alive; dead; and cryptobiotic." 50 A question then arises: if death is indeed reversible, and a cryptobiotic tardigrade is, at least for the time being, dead, how does it emerge from death to rejoin the living? What jumpstarts metabolism in a static composition of living matter burrowed within its environment?
This question has been asked before of creatures in states of suspended animation, most notably by theoretical biologist Jakob von Uexküll, who pondered the tick:
At the Zoological Institute in Rostock, they kept ticks alive that had gone hungry for eighteen years. . . . We shall therefore assume that the tick is, during its waiting period, in a state similar to sleep. . . . But time stands still in the tick's waiting period not just for hours but for years, and it starts again only when the signal "butyric acid" awakens the tick to renewed activity. 51 For von Uexküll, the tick demonstrates that "without a living subject, there can be no time." 52 The tick's "sleep" recalls tardigrades' "long, dry nap." 53 Philosopher of biology Georges Canguilhem chose Uexküll's tick as a specimen for his intervention into physico-chemical reductionist theories of biology. While Canguilhem wrests the milieu from a vestigial mechanism by emphasizing the active, sensorial, and spatial interplay of an organism and its environment, the milieu is notably, not merely spatial but also temporal. "Along with Buffon, Lamarck said: time and favorable circumstances constitute the living little by little. Uexküll reverses the relationship and says: time and favorable circumstances exist only in relation to a specific living thing." 54 But what is the time specific to a cryptobiotic organism like the tick or the tardigrade? Toward answering this same question, Yair Neuman reimagines C.H. Waddington's epigenetic landscape, in which gene regulation shapes development. The tardigrade, Neuman writes, does not suit Waddington's diagram. Instead, "the visual representation which is perfectly fit to describe the bootstrapping activity of the tardigrade is the Klein bottle, a higher dimensional topological version of the Möbius strip." 55 If the tardigrade can catapult itself from a state of temporary "death" back into life, then life and death are no longer orientable categories but instead operate on a continuum traversable in a manner akin to the surface-interior of a Klein bottle. Adding cryptobiosis as a third category mediating between life and nonlife, theoretical biologists suppose tardigrades to be material emblems of the reversible relays between life and death, even living instantiations of nonlinear temporalities, such that the discontinuous chronologies of cryptobiotes loop life and death.
Life Transported: Rock and Sea
Abstracting beyond the lives and deaths of individual animals, cryptobiosis not only generates theories about biological temporality but also about the improbable milieus where life might thrive and the origins of all life from abiotic matter, both on this planet and beyond. Cryptobiosis again stimulated biologists' imaginations in the thick of experiments in the 1950s and 1960s, most famously in the Miller-Urey experiment, which chemically simulated the environment of early earth in order to demonstrate the abiogenic origins of life. During this time, some biologists speculated that cryptobiosis is a sign of organisms' unearthliness and contended that cryptobiotes are therefore evidence of panspermia. "Since dried rotifers, tardigrades, and nematodes conceivably survive conditions of outer space, May et al. (1964) hypothesized that the ancestors of these animals might have been of extraterrestrial origin." 56 George Gaylord Simpson, vertebrate paleontologist at Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zoology, was doubtful: while surmising that panspermia was improbable, he admitted that perhaps "once life had arisen somewhere, organisms in a state of cryptobiosis might have spread by 'cosmozoan' transport from one planet to another." 57 Tardigrades and other cryptobiotic organisms had found themselves caught up in a contest between a new crop of exobiologists and their skeptics. After the launch of Sputnik in 1957, the newly formed National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) recruited prominent biologists such as Joshua Lederberg to a Committee on Biological Research, whose charter was to seek life on other planets. 58 Rather than recognizing tardigrades as innately and indelibly earthlings, given that their cryptobiotic capacities allow them to inhabit nearly every ecological niche on earth, astrobiologists took their ability to arrest themselves as fundamentally alien in origin. In so doing, they sited them as both progenitors of all life on earth and as hailing from other worlds. The incredibility of earthbound cryptobiosis underwrote exobiological hypotheses of interplanetary origins, ones some biologists self-consciously identified as "conceivabl[e]," but others blasted as "curious" and "extremely improbable." 59 Perhaps, some biologists mused, cryptobiosis demonstrates that the origin of life need not be tethered to water-life may have spawned on dry land, not the ocean. Theoretical biologists have wondered whether "the capacity to tolerate total dehydration at developmental temperatures [is] a primitive feature of protoplasm." 60 Protoplasm, the primordial viscous fluid that nineteenth-century biologists supposed manifested all subsequent forms of life, shares conceptual ground with Lorenz Oken's Urschleim (the "sea-mucous" from which all living things spawned), as well as subsequent developments in cell theory. 61 Protoplasm retains this connotation of coagulated marine ooze and therefore seems incompatible with "the capacity to tolerate total dehydration." 62 Yet, etymologically, protoplasm hews closer to first form than to primitive fluid, and it is this meaning to which twentieth-century theoretical biologists adhered when they conjectured that life emerged from stone rather than sea.
H.E. Hinton, for example, wondered whether on early earth, isolated puddles of water occasionally dried up and then pooled again, creating conditions necessary for the development of all life on earth via cryptobiosis: "The occasional desiccation of the pools on the land might have led to the selection of living entities which could survive anhydrobiotic conditions." 63 Central here is not simply the reconception of life as structure rather than process but the reorientation of life's proper milieu as dry, not wet: "the organism is reduced to a purely morphological state, the successful maintenance of which does not require interactions between cells or between constituents of cells but only requires that certain spatial interactions be preserved." 64 Under such conditions, Hinton and Crowe argued, the evolution of life proceeded not in a step-wise manner but by the spatial accumulation of dry particles in a pattern that instantaneously generated life when saturated. 65 The definition of life is here decoupled from scientific and popular associations with water and even liquidity as its necessary condition, suggesting instead, counterintuitively, that life arose in locales least suited to living: "Cryptobiosis demands reexamination of another common belief: that water is essential to life." 66
Destinations: Powder and Vacuum
In May 2012, NASA teamed with the Italian Space Agency to realize earlier theoretical biologists' speculations as to the extraterrestrial origins of tardigrades by launching 120 desiccated specimens of two species of tardigrades into open space aboard the space shuttle Endeavour. This experiment followed upon research performed five years prior in which tardigrades collected from hazel leaf litter in Modena flew aboard the Russian spacecraft FOTON-M3. They were launched from Kazakhstan on a Soyuz rocket and wheeled for twelve days in low earth orbit. 67 During their trip on Endeavour, the powdered tardigrades were bombarded with cosmic radiation, withstanding low temperatures and microgravity. Upon returning to earth and being rehydrated, the tardigrades' survival rates matched those of the control populations that had marked time in a Modenese laboratory. Some space travelers, researchers discovered, had laid eggs in space and hatched normal spawn. Exobiologists evaluating these interstellar experiments concluded, "flight experiments with multicellular organisms are of great interest for estimating the existence of complex life forms on other planets, as well as the existence of simple single-cell life-forms. Such investigation might provide new insights into the probabilities of interplanetary transfer and existence of extraterrestrial multicellular organisms." 68 If rotifers can mystically be resurrected from dust, and a sacred lotus can blossom after millennia, then, following such theological narratives, the tardigrade lately has been raptured into the heavens. Biologists have long been arguing whether cryptobiosis is a biological capacity that proves theories ranging from preformationism to abiogenesis to natural selection to spontaneous generation to panspermia. Yet the colony of tardigrades spawning eggs in space neither proved nor disproved a biological theory-rather, the experiment was itself an act of materializing exobiological theories about life, its capacities, and its limits.
In a more popular register, on March 6, 2013, NASA's "Astronomy Picture of the Day" featured a color-enhanced electron micrograph of a tardigrade captioned, Is this an alien? Probably not, but of all the animals on Earth, the tardigrade might be the best candidate. . . . Some of these miniature water-bears almost became extraterrestrials recently when they were launched toward to [sic] the Martian moon Phobos on board the Russian mission Fobos-Grunt, but stayed terrestrial when a rocket failed and the capsule remained in Earth orbit. 69 From playthings in Dickens's drawing room to mascots for a speculatively dry origin of life to tokens of panspermia, tardigrades are now model organisms for exobiology. They allow biologists to think about what life is when it delaminates from its earthly milieu.
Back to rocks. Having begun with a deep-sea rock "sprout[ing] an arm," I end with a similarly eldritch stone, which recently photo-bombed a scientific image in an unlikely locale and left some scratching their heads over its potential liveliness. On January 16, 2014, NASA scientists admitted bafflement when a rock that did not appear in a recent photograph captured by the Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity appeared in a subsequent image captured twelve Martian days later. 70 Though NASA scientists speculate that the rock was either moved by the rover itself or was flung there by a meteorite impact, others are unconvinced. On January 27, selfdescribed astrobiologist Rhawn Joseph filed a petition for a writ of mandamus against NASA with the U.S. District Court in San Francisco. Demanding that further images be released to the public, he writes that he "immediately recognized" the rock in question as "resembling a mushroom-like fungus, a composite organism consisting of colonies of lichen and cyanobacteria, and which on Earth is known as Apothecium." 71 As evidence of its liveliness, Joseph claims that multiple images document the rock growing and sprouting fruiting bodies. Anthropologist Hugh Raffles invites us to observe how "archaeopoetry" can "reconstruct stone life," thereby "bringing life to and from the stone." 72 Yet what ambiguous life is not only brought "to and from" stone but also is in and of stone? Once again, ambiguous and disputable life manifests in hardened stone, stone that suddenly appears, or moves, or does something unusual (for a stone, that is). Encountered by scientists in remote, far-flung, and ostensibly lifeless locales, the stone must now be reckoned with as something either definitively on one side or the other of the boundary between life and nonlife, as demonstrated by criteria including pattern and process, terrestrial and unearthly, wet and dry, animate and immobile.
But what unites Athanasius Kircher's seventeenth-century compendium of lifelike fossils with today's powdered tardigrades hurtling through space (and, for that matter, weirdly composite Martian stone-fungi)? As natural philosophers, biologists, and allied experimentalists have sought various answers to the question "What is life?" they often have looked to that which seemingly is not life, and not just by trying to build performatively lifelike entities out of inorganic materials. They have asked whether living things might arise from, live in, inform, or be generated out of stone, dust, mud, rock, and powder. In his history of animated inorganic things, Spyros Papapetros traces the ways in which animation infuses vitality into things not properly alive-modern art, technology, architecture. 73 While what I have presented here is an obverse of Papapetros's project-a history of organic inanimacythe temporalities in which things move or do not move, and the speed at which they do or do not do so, is itself a principle by which things transition from organic to inorganic, from mineral to animal or vegetal. A rock that waves an arm, however slowly, is transubstantiated by this act from the inorganic realm into the organic one, while organisms stilled in states of suspended animation are classed as only problematically alive, not dead, yet nonetheless pervaded by a potent and vital potentiality.
To offer a highly speculative taxonomy of these abiotic substrates, I might begin by suggesting that prior to nineteenth-century definitions of "life" as something epistemically distinct from the nonliving world, stones-in the form of fossils imprinted by living form-demonstrated indistinctions between things that were once organic, things that inhere traces of the organic, and things that merely appear as if organic. Dust was the religiously inflected substance mysteriously transubstantiated into life by the addition of water droplets, as in the seventeenth-century experiments of natural philosophers like Baker and Dupaty. Mud represented the putative origins of life, as theorized by Victorian biologists foiled by sea sediment. By the mid-twentieth century, theoretical biologists referenced rocks as alternate places from which life might have originated as patterned matter, in the absence of metabolic processes or a biopoietic "primordial soup." Powder, in the form of desiccated cryptobiotes, now gestures toward potential life, suspended as organized living matter in a reversible state between life and death. Such powders, in the hands of exobiologists, promise life arriving at or returning to earth from origins or destinations unknown.
The life forms I have turned to in telling this history are not representations of life, images, icons, indices, or signs meant to typify, simulate, or designate life in modes naturalistic or mimetic. Instead, they are material instantiations that reference themselves as extreme, problematic, or limit cases of what counts as life: life slower than we expect, at times discontinuous or paused; life in substances classed as abiotic (rock, dust, powder); or life found in (and sometimes destined for) the unlikeliest places. They are, in short, things, things that by dint of their materiality tell us what, at various moments, has counted as life. 74 Teeming in what is arguably the deepest crevasse of metaphysical divides, that which is situated between life and nonlife, the paradoxical, chimeric life forms I here track-petrified, frozen, dried, powdered, irradiated, and dormant for millennia-are self-referential mater- 
